PPNA Board Meeting
February 12, 2019, 7:30-8:45
Idaho Pizza Company

Presentation-Obed Saenz, Valley Regional Transit: Provided information about bus routes changing, new Lyft partnership to provide $2 rides to bus stops since routes have changes/stops have been eliminated. For more information: https://www.valleyregionaltransit.org/projects-plans/new-service-changes/

Presentation-Vanishing Boise, Lori Dicaire: Provided overview of goals of vanishing Boise, concerns about the city’s management of growth and ordinances changes that lead to rapid high-density growth with limited community input. For more information visit: https://www.facebook.com/vanishingboise/

Boise Fire Department regarding Gary Ln. lot: Most board members voiced their personal opinions about the Fire Station and Parks dilemma. Opinions vary which makes it difficult to have a unanimous voice. We are universally concerned that the park amenities discussed as part of the potential placement of the Fire Station at the Gary Lane lot may not be 100% committed by the City, as indicate in their original presentation to the Board in 2017. Press articles can be found here:

Glenwood and State update: Same intersection chosen that was places at Veterans and State,

Neighborhood Interactive Gina to attend Saturday

Plantation Golf Course: New owner; New entrance will align with Pierce Park Ln., Could we ask for public access to the greenbelt?
Action: Jonathon to ask for contact on how to make the request/provide input

Capital Project-Pathway: The Developer of the Millwell Subdivision has recanted his original support for the easement into this subdivision to complete the pedestrian/bike pathway that would connect Pierce Park to Gary Lane. He has indicated this would transition the new HOA board, but no information has been provided on when the HOA board will convene. It was indicated the Developer has until Fall of 2019 to get the new HOA formed. Discussions with the Board about how to proceed and the need to communicate with Millwell Subdivisions residents about the request.
Action: Gina to ask the property management company her HOA works with if they could help us identify the process for requesting an easement (i.e. would it require a vote of 66% or 75% of the vote, does it require a change in their by-laws, etc.)

National Night Out; Sub-committee: Did not get to this agenda item